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Abstract
Information system (IS) usage has been extensively researched for decades. These
theories are built upon the assumption that human decisions are based only on
rationality. However, this notion was challenged in more recent years, as Kahneman
(2003) demonstrates that human decisions are not only based on rationality but also on
intuition. Kahneman’s dual-process theory suggests that cognitive processes underlying
social judgments and behavior can be divided into two different systems (system one and
system two) depending on whether they operate reflectively or intuitively. Yet, prior IS
usage literature examines the construct of habit, which under the evaluation of the dualprocess theory is formed in the intuitive system. However, within the research stream of
habit, the dual-process theory has not been rigorously considered. Hence, most of the
results and implications of habit research are driven by the theoretical assumption
of the reflective theories concentrating only on the reflective system and neglect that habit
is an unconscious construct formed in the intuitive system. To shed light on IS habit
and to improve IS literature rigor on habit, the present research idea aims to analyze IS
habit literature to identify whether it has been treated and measured as intuitive or
reflective construct.
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Improving the IS Literature Rigor on Habit
by Looking Through the Theoretical Lens
of the Dual-Process Theory
Information system (IS) usage has been extensively researched for decades (e.g., Williams et al. 2009).
Throughout this time span, scholars came up with new explanations and theories that were subsequently
expanded upon or refuted altogether. These explanations and theories build upon the assumptions that
human decisions are based only on rationality. Hence, the vast majority of IS usage research (e.g.,
Venkatesh et al. 2012) investigates the adoption decision by considering reasoning factors such as
beliefs, attitudes, intentions, or habits based on the philosophical underpinnings of theories such as the
theory of planned behavior (Ajzen 1991).
However, this notion was challenged in more recent years, as Kahneman (2003) demonstrates that
human decisions are not only based on rationality but also on intuition. Kahneman’s dual- process
theory (Kahneman 2003) suggests that cognitive processes underlying social judgments and behavior
can be divided into two different systems (system one and system two) depending on whether they
operate reflectively or intuitively. System one depends on intuition. Intuitive processes are elicited
unintentionally and need little amounts of cognitive resources. They cannot be stopped voluntarily and
occur outside of conscious awareness. The intuitive operations in system one are described as fast,
automatic, parallel, effortless, associative, implicit, and emotional. As a result, intuitive processes in
system one are difficult to control and modify and can only be learned slowly. System two depends
on reasoning. The reasoning processes are intentionally initiated and need considerable amounts of
cognitive resources. Cognitive processes within system two can be stopped voluntarily and operate
within conscious awareness. The operations within this system are described as slow, effortful,
controlled, serial, rule-governed, explicit, and emotionally neutral. The reasoning processes are
relatively flexible and rule-based and can be learned relatively fast.
Yet, previous literature ignores the impact the intuitive system might have on adoption decisions of an
IS and, moreover, treats intuitive factors as reflective ones. In particular, prior IS usage literature
examines the construct of habit, which under the evaluation of the dual-process theory is formed in the
intuitive system. However, within the research stream of habit, the dual-process theory has not been
rigorously considered. Habit literature itself claims that habits are formed in the intuitive system (Ortiz
de Guinea and Lynne 2009; Soror et al. 2015) and are defined as “[…] learned sequences of acts that
become automatic responses to specific situations, which may be functional in obtaining certain goals
or end states” (Verplanken et al. 1997, p. 540). IS literature has extensively examined habit in the
research stream of IS usage. For example, the literature revealed that habit influences IS usage
behavior and moderate the intention-usage relation. A key insight is that the intention-usage relation is
low when habit is high and vice versa (Kim et al. 2005). Correspondingly, the IS continuance usage
literature discloses three key antecedes of habit, namely satisfaction, frequency of past behavior, and
comprehensiveness of usage “which refers to the extent to which an individual uses the various features
of the IS system” (Limayem et al. 2007, p. 714). The work also shows that habit increases IS continuance
usage and moderates the relationship between IS continuance intention and IS usage (Bhattacherjee
and Lin 2014; Limayem et al. 2007). Habit also reduces the intention to use a new IS by increasing
inertia of individuals (Polites and Karahanna 2013). However, all these investigations treat habit
as a reflective construct by focusing on measurement techniques such as self-reports and introspection
and neglect more sophisticated methods which are undoubtedly able to measure unconscious
constructs on the intuitive system.
Hence, most of the results and implications of habit research are driven by the theoretical
assumption of the reflective theories concentrating only on the reflective system and neglect that habit
is an unconscious construct formed in the intuitive system. Hence, as past literature is treated as a
reflective and conscious construct rather than an intuitive and unconscious construct, the results of
previous literature might be questioned. Assumptions of past literature might thereby differentiate
when looking through the theoretical lens of the dual-process theory and treat habit as an intuitive
construct rather than a reflective one. To shed light on IS habit and to improve IS literature rigor on
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habit the present research idea aims to analyze IS usage literature in general as well as IS habit
literature, in particular, to identify whether IS habit has been treated and measured as intuitive or
reflective construct.
To do so, the research will use a structured literature analysis based on the methodology suggested by vom
Brocke et al. (2009). The literature analysis will thereby especially focus on the research methods to
analyze whether sophisticated methods are used, which are able to measure unconscious constructs on
the intuitive system. The results will thereby be conceptualized and synthesized along the dual-process
theory by differentiating between system one and system two. By searching the literature, the
research will focus on the basket of eight and the main IS conferences. The expected results of
the analysis will provide a structured overview of habit literature. Thereby, it will provide insights
into the research treating habit as reflective constructs as well as into the seldom research which treats
habit as an intuitive construct. A meta-analysis will compare the results of research handle habit as a
conscious construct with the results of investigations treating habit as an unconscious construct.
Also, an overview of data collection techniques will be developed which are suitable to capture habit
on the intuitive system.
The results are expected to contribute to literature as follows. Building on this rigor understanding of
habit, its concept is being expanded with the inclusion of the differentiation between reflective and
intuitive system. The consideration that habit is a system one construct and cannot be captured
by introspection and self-report extends prior research. In addition, a structural analysis of habit
literature and its syntheses into system one and two contributes to the literature by revealing
differences between the measurement approaches and by suggesting new research avenues opening
when habit is measured by methods able to capture unconscious behavior. Also, the focus on the
methodology to evaluate whether habit has been treated as system one or system two constructs extends
the measurement diversity of IS literature. The semantical analysis of IS usage literature by Williams
et al. (2009) reveals that over 70% of the investigations in this research stream use surveys and
case studies. Revealing existing methods able to measure habit on the intuitive system for example
from the newly emerging field of NeuroIS might lead to a higher diversity of measurement methods.
Eventually, a research agenda highlighting the research gaps in the contexts of habit by looking
through the theoretical lens of the dual-process theory will contribute to IS literature and show a path
for future research.
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